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1. Team
The Phoenix group is located in Bordeaux. Phoenix is a joint research group with LaBRI (Laboratoire

Bordelais de Recherche en Informatique) – the computer science department at the University of Bordeaux I
– CNRS (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique) – a French national scientific research center – and
ENSEIRB (Ecole Nationale Supérieure en Electronique, Informatique et Radiocommunications de Bordeaux)
– an electronics, computer science, and telecommunications engineering school at Bordeaux. The group is
physically located at ENSEIRB.

Head of project team
Charles Consel [Professor, ENSEIRB]

ENSEIRB personnel
Laurent Réveillère [Associate Professor, ENSEIRB]

External collaborator
Julia Lawall [Associate Professor at the University of Copenhagen]

Ph.D. students
Laurent Burgy [From October 1, 2004, regional scholarship]
Fabien Latry [From October 1, 2004, Inria scholarship]
Nicolas Palix [From October 1, 2004, Inria scholarship]
Sapan Bhatia [From January 1, 2003, Inria and regional scholarship]
Mathieu Minard [Thomson Multimedia (industrial Ph.D. student)]

2. Overall Objectives
2.1. Context

Keywords: Operating systems, client-server model, communication services, compilation, domain analysis
and engineering, language design, networking, program analysis and transformation, specialization, tele-
phony.

The frantic nature of technological advances in the area of multimedia communications, compounded with
the effective convergence between telecommunication and computer networks, is opening up a host of new
functionalities, placing service creation as a fundamental vehicle to bring these changes to end-users.

This situation has three main consequences: (1) service creation is increasingly becoming asoftware
intensive area; (2) because communication services are often heavily relied on, intensive service creation must
preserverobustness; (3) the growing multimedia nature of communication services imposeshigh-performance
requirementson services and underlying layers.

2.2. Overview
Keywords: Operating systems, client-server model, communication services, compilation, domain analysis
and engineering, language design, networking, program analysis and transformation, specialization, tele-
phony.

The phoenix group aims to develop principles, techniques and tools for the development ofcommunication
services. To address the requirements of this domain, the scope of our research comprises the key elements
underlying communication services: the infrastructure that enables communication to be set up (e.g.,signalling
platform, transport protocols, and session description); the software architecture underlying services (e.g.,the
client-server model, programming interfaces, and the notion of service logic); and, communication terminals
(e.g.,terminal features and embedded systems).

Our approach covers three key aspects of the area of communication services: (1) definition of new Domain-
Specific Languages (DSLs), using programming language technology to enable the specification of robust
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services; (2) study of the layers underlying communication services to improve flexibility and performance;
(3) application to concrete areas to validate our approach.

3. Scientific Foundations
3.1. Introduction

Our proposed project builds upon results that have been obtained by the Compose research group whose
aim was to study new approaches to developing adaptable software components in the domain of systems and
networking. In this section, we review the accomplishments of Compose, only considering the ones achieved
by the current project members, to demonstrate our expertise in the key areas underlying our project, namely

• Programming language technology: language design and implementation, domain-specific lan-
guages, program analysis and program transformation.

• Operating Systems and Networking: design, implementation and optimization.

• Software engineering: software architecture, methodologies, techniques and tools.

By combining expertise in these areas, the research work of the Compose group contributed to demonstrat-
ing the usefulness of adaptation methodologies, such as domain-specific languages, and the effectiveness of
adaptation tools, such as program specializers. Our work aimed to show how adaptation methodologies and
tools can be integrated into the development process of real-size software components. This contribution re-
lied on advances in methodologies to develop adaptable programs, and techniques and tools to adapt these
programs to specific usage contexts.

3.2. Adaptation Methodologies
Although industry has long recognized the need to develop adaptable programs, methodologies to develop

them are still at the research stage. We have presented preliminary results in this area with a detailed study of
the applicability of program specialization to various software architectures [32]. Our latest contributions in
this area span from a revolutionary approach based on the definition of programming languages, dedicated to
a specific problem family, to a direct exploitation of specialization opportunities generated by a conventional
programming methodology.

3.2.1. Domain-Specific languages
DSLs represent a promising approach to modeling a problem family. Yet, this approach currently suffers

from the lack of methodology to design and implement DSLs. To address this basic need, we have introduced
the Sprint methodology for DSL development [25]. This methodology bridges the gap between semantics-
based approaches to developing general-purpose languages and software engineering. Sprint is a complete
software development process starting from the identification of the need for a DSL to its efficient implemen-
tation. It uses the denotational framework to formalize the basic components of a DSL. The semantic definition
is structured so as to stage design decisions and to smoothly integrate implementation concerns.

3.2.2. Declaring adaptation
A less drastic strategy to developing efficient adaptable programs consists of making specific issues of

adaptation explicit via a declarative approach. To do so, we enrich Java classes with declarations, named
adaptation classes, aimed to express adaptive behaviors [22]. As such, this approach allows the programmer
to separate the concerns between the basic features of the application and its adaptation aspects. A dedicated
compiler automatically generates Java code that implements the adaptive features.

3.2.3. Declaring specialization
When developing components, programmers often hesitate to make them highly generic and configurable.

Indeed, genericity and configurability systematically introduce overheads in the resulting component. How-
ever, the causes of these overheads are usually well-known by the programmers and their removal could often
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be automated, if only they could be declared to guide an optimizing tool. The Compose group has worked
towards solving this problem.

We introduced a declaration language which enables a component developer to express the configurability
of a component. The declarations consist of a collection of specialization scenarios that precisely identify
what program constructs are of interest for specialization. The scenarios of a component do not clutter the
component code; they are defined aside in aspecialization module[27][28][26][29].

This work was done in the context of C and declarations were intended to drive our C specializer.

3.2.4. Specializing design patterns
A natural approach to systematically applying program specialization is to exploit opportunities offered

by a programming methodology. We have studied a development methodology for object-oriented languages,
called design patterns. Design patterns encapsulate knowledge about the design and implementation of highly
adaptable software. However, adaptability is obtained at the expense of overheads introduced in the finished
program. These overheads can be identified for each design pattern. Our work consisted in using knowledge
derived from design patterns to eliminate these overheads in a systematic way. To do so, we analyzed the
specialization opportunities provided by specific uses of design patterns, and determined how to eliminate
these overheads using program specialization. These opportunities were documented in declarations, called
specialization patterns, and were associated with specific design patterns [39]. The specialization of a program
composed of design patterns was then driven by the corresponding declarations. This work was presented in
the context of Java and uses our Java specializer [38].

3.2.5. Specializing software architectures
The source of inefficiency in software architectures can be identified in the data and control integration of

components, because flexibility is present not only at the design level but also in the implementation. We pro-
posed the use of program specialization in software engineering as a systematic way to improve performance
and, in some cases, to reduce program size. We studied several representative, flexible mechanisms found
in software architectures: selective broadcast, pattern matching, interpreters, layers and generic libraries. We
showed how program specialization can systematically be applied to optimize those mechanism [31][32].

3.3. Adaptation in Systems Software
3.3.1. DSLs in Operating Systems

Integrating our adaptation methodologies and tools into the development process of real-size software
systems was achieved by proposing a new development process. Specifically, we proposed a new approach
to designing and structuring operating systems (OSes) [34]. This approach was based on DSLs and enables
rapid development of robust OSes. Such approach is critically needed in application domain, like appliances,
where new products appear at a rapid pace and needs are unpredictable.

3.3.2. Devil - a DSL for device drivers
Our approach to developing systems software applied to the domain of device drivers. Indeed, peripheral

devices come out at a frantic pace, and the development of drivers is very intricate and error prone. The
Compose group developed a DSL, named Devil (DEvice Interface Language), to solve these problems; it
was dedicated to the basic communication with a device. Devil allowed the programmer to easily map device
documentation into a formal device description that can be verified and compiled into executable code.

From a software engineering viewpoint, Devil captures domain expertise and systematizes re-use because
it offers suitable built-in abstractions [36]. A Devil description formally specifies the access mechanisms, the
type and layout of data, as well as behavioral properties involved in operating the device. Once compiled, a
Devil description implements an interface to an idealized device and abstracts the hardware intricacies.

From an operating systems viewpoint, Devil can be seen as aninterface definition languagefor hardware
functionalities. To validate the approach, Devil was put to practice [35]: its expressiveness was demonstrated
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by the wide variety of devices that have been specified in Devil. No loss in performance was found for the
compiled Devil description compared to an equivalent C code.

From a dependable system viewpoint, Devil improves safety by enabling descriptions to be statically
checked for consistency and generating stubs including additional run-time checks [37]. Mutation analysis
were used to evaluate the improvement in driver robustness offered by Devil. Based on our experiments, Devil
specifications were found up to 6 times less prone to errors than writing C code.

Devil was the continuation of a study of graphic display adaptors for a X11 server. We developed a DSL,
called GAL (Graphics Adaptor Language), aimed to specify device drivers in this context [43]. Although
covering a very restricted domain, this language was a very successful proof of concept.

3.3.3. Plan-P - a DSL for programmable routers
Besides device drivers, the Compose group also explored the area of networking in the context of DSLs.

More specifically, we developed a language, named Plan-P, that enables the network to be programmable
and thus to offer extensibility [42]. As such, Plan-P enables protocols to be defined for specific applications.
Plan-P extends a language, named Plan, developed by the University of Pennsylvania and devoted to network
diagnostics. Plan-P enables routers to be programmed in a safe and secure way without any loss in bandwidth.
To achieve safety and security, the language is restricted, and programs are downloaded into the routers as DSL
source code to enable thorough verifications. For efficiency, a light Just-In-Time compiler is generated from
the Plan-P interpreter via program specialization. This compiler is installed on routers to compile uploaded
Plan-P source code.

3.4. Adaptation Tools and Techniques
To further the applicability of our approach, we have strengthened and extended adaptation tools and

techniques. We have produced a detailed description of the key program analysis for imperative specialization,
namely binding-time analysis [12]. This analysis is at the heart of our program specializer for C, named
Tempo [12]. We have examined the importance of the accuracy of these analyses to successfully specialize
existing programs. This study was conducted in the context of systems software [33].

Tempo is the only specializer which enables programs to be specialized both at compile time and run time.
Yet, specialization is always performed in one stage. As a consequence, this process cannot be factorized
even if specialization values become available at multiple stages. We present a realistic and flexible approach
to achieving efficient incremental run-time specialization [30]. Rather than developing new techniques,
our strategy for incremental run-time specialization reuses existing technology by iterating a specialization
process. Our approach has been implemented in Tempo.

While program specialization encodes the result of early computations into a new program,data specializa-
tion encodes the result of early computations into data structures. Although aiming at the same goal, namely
processing early computations, these two forms of specialization have always been studied separately. The
Compose group has proposed an extension of Tempo to perform both program and data specialization [23].
We showed how these two strategies can be integrated in a single specializer. Most notably, having both strate-
gies enabled us to assess their benefits, limitations and their combination on a variety of programs.

Interpreters and run-time compilers are increasingly used to cope with heterogeneous architectures, evolving
programming languages, and dynamically-loaded code. Although solving the same problem, these two
strategies are very different. Interpreters are simple to implement but yield poor performance. Run-time
compilation yields better performance, but is costly to implement. One approach to reconciling these two
strategies is to develop interpreters for simplicity but to use specialization to achieve efficiency. Additionally,
a specializer like Tempo can remove the interpretation overhead at compile time as well as at run time.
We have conducted experiments to assess the benefits of applying specialization to interpreters [41]. These
experiments have involved bytecode and structured-language interpreters. Our experimental data showed that
specialization of structured-language interpreters can yield performance comparable to that of the compiled
code of an optimizing compiler.
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Besides targeting C, we developed the first program specializer for an object-oriented language. This
specializer, named JSpec, processes Java programs [38]. JSpec is constructed from existing tools. Java
programs are translated into C using our Java compiler, named Harissa. Then, the resulting C programs are
specialized using Tempo. The specialized C program is executed in the Harissa environment. JSpec has been
used for various applications and has shown to produce significant speedups [40].

4. Application Domains
4.1. Telephony Services

Keywords: SIP, adaptation, multimedia, telecommunications.

IP telephony materializes the convergence between telecommunications and computer networks. This con-
vergence is dramatically changing the face of the telecommunications domain moving from proprietary, closed
platforms to distributed systems based on network protocols. In particular, a telephony platform is based on a
client-server model and consists of asignalling serverthat implements a particular signalling protocol (e.g.,
the Session Initiation Protocol [21]). A signalling server is able to perform telephony-related operations that
include resources accessible from the computer network, such as Web resources, databases...This evolution
brings a host of new functionalities to the domain of telecommunications. Such a wide spectrum of func-
tionalities enables Telephony to be customized with respect to preferences, trends and expectations of ever
demanding users. These customizations critically rely on a proliferation of telephony services. In fact, intro-
ducing new telephony services is facilitated by the open nature of signalling servers, as shown by all kinds
of servers in distributed systems. However, in the context of telecommunications, such evolution should lead
service programming to be done by non-expert programmers, as opposed to developers certified by telephony
manufacturers. To make this evolution worse, the existing techniques to program server extensions (e.g.,Com-
mon Gateway Interface [20]) are rather low level, involves crosscutting expertises (e.g.,networking, distributed
systems, and operating systems) and requires tedious session management. These shortcomings make the pro-
gramming of telephony services an error-prone process, jeopardizing the robustness of a platform.

We are developing a DSL, named SPL (Session Processing Language), aimed to ease the development of
telephony services without sacrificing robustness.

4.2. Multimedia Streaming Services
Keywords: adaptation, multimedia, streaming, telecommunications.

Mobility and wireless networks pose a major challenge to media delivery: how does one mass-deliver
media while at the same time personalizating it to account for diverse needs such as multiple heterogeneous
rendering terminals, user requirements, network bandwidth,etc.? Such personalization involves transcoding
and transforming multimedia resources along the image chain.

To do so, various treatments, commonly supported by hardware, are gradually being shifted to software, to
face unpredictable needs. On the one hand, this shift helps to keep pace with the rapidly evolving domain of
media delivery. On the other hand, it imposes very high-performance requirements for treatments that were
earlier hardware supported. As a consequence, developing a streaming application often involves low-level
programming, critical memory management, and finely tuned scheduling of processing steps.

To address these problems, we have designed and implemented a DSL, namedSpidle, for specifying
streaming applications [24]. Our approach consists in

• Identifying (and possibly modifying) a protocol (e.g.,RTSP) for multimedia streaming.

• Making a streaming server, based on the previously identified protocol, programmable using Spidle.
This work will permit streaming adaptations to the client needs and preferences.

• Defining realistic adaptation scenarios to validate our approach. This work may lead us to extend
Spidle to cope with the target scenarios.

• Assessing our approach by conducting a thorough experimental study.
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5. Software
5.1. Tempo - A Partial Evaluator for C

Keywords: C language, partial evaluation, run-time specialization.

Participants: Charles Consel [correspondent], Julia Lawall.

Tempo is a partial evaluator for C programs. It is an off-line specializer; it is divided into two phases:
analysis and specialization.

The input to the analysis phase consists of a program and a description of which inputs will be known during
specialization and which will be unknown. Based on this knowledge, dependency analyses propagate infor-
mation about known and unknown values throughout the code and produce an annotated program, indicating
how each program construct should be transformed during specialization. Because C is an imperative language
including pointers, the analysis phase performs alias and side-effect analyses in addition to binding-time anal-
yses. The accuracy of these analyses is targeted towards keeping track of known values across procedures, data
structures, and pointers. Following the analysis phase, the specialization phase generates a specialized program
based on the annotated program and the values of the known inputs. Tempo can specialize programs at compile
time (i.e., source-to-source transformation) as well as run time (i.e., run-time binary code generation).

The Tempo specializer has been applied in various domains such as operating systems and networking,
computer graphics, scientific computation, software engineering and domain specific languages. It has been
made publicly available since April 1998. Its documentation is available on line, as well as tutorial slides.

5.2. SPL - A Domain-Specific Language for Robust Session Processing Services
Keywords: SIP, adaptation, services, sessions, telephony.

Participants: Charles Consel, Laurent Réveillère [correspondent], Laurent Burgy, Fabien Latry, Nicolas Palix.

SPL is a high-level domain-specific language for specifying robust Internet telephony services.
SPL reconciles programmability and reliability of telephony services, and offers high-level constructs that

abstract over intricacies of the underlying protocols and software layers. SPL makes it possible for owners of
telephony platforms to deploy third-party services without compromising safety and security. This openness is
essential to have a community of service developers that addresses such a wide spectrum of new functionalities.
The SPL compiler is nearing completion.

6. New Results
6.1. Specialization Scenarios: A Pragmatic Approach to Declaring Program

Specialization
Participants: Anne-Françoise Le Meur, Julia Lawall, Charles Consel.

Partial evaluation is a program transformation that automatically specializes a program with respect
to invariants. Despite successful application in areas such as graphics, operating systems, and software
engineering, partial evaluators have yet to achieve widespread use. One reason is the difficulty of adequately
describing specialization opportunities. Indeed, underspecialization or overspecialization often occurs, without
any direct feedback as to the source of the problem.

We have developed a high-level, module-based language allowing the program developer to guide the choice
of both the code to specialize and the invariants to exploit during the specialization process. To ease the use
of partial evaluation, the syntax of this language is similar to the declaration syntax of the target language
of the partial evaluator. To provide feedback, declarations are checked during the analyzes performed by
partial evaluation. The language has been successfully used by a variety of users, including students having no
previous experience with partial evaluation. For more information, see: [14].
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6.2. From a Program Family to a Domain-Specific Language
Participant: Charles Consel.

An increasing number of domain-specific languages (DSLs) are being developed and successfully used in a
variety of areas including networking, telecommunications, and financial products. Yet, the development of a
DSL is still an obscure process and its assessment is often partial.

This paper proposes to structure the development of a DSL on the notion of a program family. We outline
the main steps of such development. Furthermore, we argue that a program family provides a basis to assess a
DSL.

The ideas discussed in this paper are directly based on our experience in developing DSLs for various
domains and studying existing ones. We illustrate these ideas with various examples of DSLs. For more
information, see: [11].

6.3. A DSL Paradigm for Domains of Services: A Study of Communication
Services
Participants: Laurent Réveillère, Charles Consel.

The domain of services for mobile communication terminals has long become a fast-moving target.
Indeed, this domain has been affected by a continuous stream of technological advances on aspects ranging
from physical infrastructures to mobile terminals. As a result, services for this domain are known to be
very unpredictable and volatile. This situation is even worse when considering services relying heavily on
multimedia activities (e.g., games, audio and/or video messages, etc.). Such an application area is very
sensitive to a large variety of aspects such as terminal capabilities (graphics, CPU, etc.), bandwidth, service
provider’s billing policies, QoS, and user expectations.

This paper presents a paradigm based on domain-specific languages (DSLs) that enables networking
and telecommunication experts to quickly develop robust communication services. Importantly, we propose
implementation strategies to enable this paradigm to be supported by existing software infrastructures. For
more information, see: [13].

6.4. A Tour of Tempo: A Program Specializer for the C Language
Participants: Charles Consel, Julia Lawall.

Specialization is an automatic approach to customizing a program with respect to configuration values. In
this paper, we present a survey of Tempo, a specializer for the C language. Tempo offers specialization at both
compile time and run time, and both program and data specialization. To control the specialization process,
Tempo provides the program developer with a declarative language to describe specialization opportunities
for a given program. The functionalities and features of Tempo have been driven by the needs of practical
applications. Tempo has been successfully applied to a variety of realistic programs in areas such as operating
systems and networking. We give an overview of the design of Tempo and of its use in specializing realistic
applications. For more information, see: [12].

6.5. Implementing High-Performance In-Kernel Network Services with
WYKIWYG
Participants: Sapan Bhatia, Charles Consel.

This paper introduces the design philosophy and underlying principles of WYKIWYG, a language to
implement high performance network services. A WYKIWYG compiler, unlike compilers for traditional
languages, is empowered with the knowledge of underlying OS mechanisms such as task management,
memory management, the device I/O interface etc. generates code which is specifically optimized for these
mechanisms, and can even go as far as modifying or extending them in a controlled manner. For more
information, see: [15].
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6.6. Automatic Specialization of Protocol Stacks in OS kernels
Participants: Sapan Bhatia, Charles Consel.

Fast and optimized protocol stacks play a major role in the performance of network services. This role is
especially important in embedded class systems, where performance metrics such as data throughput tend to
be limited by the CPU. It is common on such systems, to have protocol stacks that are optimized by hand for
better performance and smaller code footprint. This paper proposed a strategy to automate this process using
Program Specialization. Specialized code is loaded in generated dynamically and loaded in the kernel to be
used by the application. For more information, see: [16].

6.7. Remote Customization of Systems Code for Embedded Devices
Participants: Sapan Bhatia, Charles Consel.

Dedicated operating systems for embedded systems are fast being phased out due to their use of manual
optimization, which provides high performance and small footprint, but also requires high maintenance and
portability costs every time hardware evolves. This paper described an approach based on customization of
generic operating system modules. Our approach uses a remote customization server to automatically generate
highly optimized code that is then loaded and executed in the kernel of the embedded device. This process
combines the advantages of generic systems software code (leveraging portability and evolution costs) with
the advantages of customization (small footprint and low overhead). For more information, see: [17].

6.8. A comparative study of SIP Programming Interfaces
Participants: Laurent Burgy, Charles Consel, Fabien Latry, Laurent Réveillère.

The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is a signalling protocol for Internet Telephony, multimedia conferenc-
ing, and instant messaging. The behavior of SIP platforms can be configured thanks programming interfaces.

In this paper, we present a study of different existing platforms. From this study, we identify key require-
ments that must fulfill a SIP programming interface. We discuss the existing solutions and propose to introduce
a language approach to addressing these needs. For more information, see: [18].

6.9. Generative Programming from a Domain-Specific Language Viewpoint
Participant: Charles Consel.

We discuss how generative tools can be used to compile DSL programs into GPL programs, from a DSL
interpreter. When compiled into a GPL, a DSL program can be processed by existing generative tools for
various purposes, including optimization, instrumentation and verification. In this context, the generative tools
are driven by domain-specific information that is translated into different forms: declarations, annotations, and
meta-programs. Each of these forms are discussed. Furthermore, it is shown how they enable a DSL to be
interfaced with existing generative tools. For more information, see: [19].

7. Contracts and Grants with Industry
7.1. Microsoft Embedded Systems RFP Grant

Participants: Sapan Bhatia, Charles Consel, Laurent Réveillère.

The client-server model has been successfully used to support a wide variety of families of services in the
context of distributed systems. However, its server-centric nature makes it insensitive to fast changing client
characteristics like terminal capabilities, network features, user preferences and evolving needs.

To overcome this key limitation, we present an approach to enabling a server to adapt to different clients by
making it programmable. A service-description language is used to program server adaptations. This language
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is designed as a domain-specific language to offer expressiveness and conciseness without compromising
robustness.

We have implemented an initial prototype based on Linux with programmable servers for telephony
services, remote document processing, e-mail message services, and HTTP requests.

In this contract, we propose to port our prototype onto the Windows environment and improve it to reach a
fully operational platform.

7.2. Programmable Web Services – Microsoft
Participants: Charles Consel, Laurent Réveillère.

.NET aims to turn applications into web services. However, the server-centric nature of the model makes it
insensitive to fast changing client characteristics like terminal capabilities, network features, user preferences,
trends, and evolving needs. As a consequence, .NET services cannot adapt to client needs and requirements.
From a prospective client, a .NET service can be seen as a set of opaque operations that either do the job or
are useless.

Our programmable server approach [18] intends to widen the scope of applicability of a server by making
it programmable and capable of adapting to clients.

.NET and programmable servers are complementary in that once a web service is found using .NET, it could
be adapted to client needs and requirements by a service-description program in the context of our approach.

In this contract, entitled “Programmable .NET Services”, we propose to validate the notion of programmable
.NET services in the context of the Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP).

7.3. ACI Security COrSS
Participants: Laurent Burgy, Charles Consel, Fabien Latry, Nicolas Palix, Laurent Réveillère.

This project, entitled “Composition and refinement of Secure Systems”, is a collaboration between groups
from the systems and formal methods community.

The goal is to study methods and tools for the development of secure and safe systems services, with a
special emphasis on specification. Our contribution focuses on the development of robust telephony services
using DSLs. The collaboration with researchers in formal methods aims to use tools (e.g.,theorem provers) to
formalize and check properties specific to the DSL and the domain of telephony.

7.4. Ambient Intelligence For The Networked Home Environment (IP6 Amigo)
Participants: Laurent Burgy, Charles Consel, Fabien Latry, Nicolas Palix, Laurent Réveillère.

The Amigo project will focus on the usability of a networked home system by developing open, standard-
ized, interoperable middleware. The developed middleware will guarantee automatic dynamic configuration
of the devices and services within this home system by addressing autonomy and composability aspects. The
second focus of the Amigo project will be on improving the end-user attractiveness of a networked home
system by developing interoperable intelligent user services and application prototypes. The Amigo project
will further support interoperability between equipment and services within the networked home environment
by using standard technology when possible and by making the basic middleware (components and infras-
tructure) and intelligent user services available as open source software together with architectural rules for
everyone to use.

Our work in the Amigo project is based on our DSL paradigm for protocol-based service families, presented
in Section. We aim to develop DSLs for service creation. Indeed, the area of networked home systems, targetted
by Amigo, relies on protocols for families of services (e.g.,SIP, Session Announcement protocol, and Delivery
Multimedia Framework). Furthermore, the underlying software architecture in this area relies on a client-
server model. This situation should give us an opportunity to further illustrate our approach to making servers
DSL-programmable.
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7.5. A Platform for the Development of Robust Multimedia Applications in
Mobile Terminals – Région Aquitaine
Participants: Laurent Burgy, Charles Consel, Fabien Latry, Nicolas Palix, Laurent Réveillère.

The world of mobile communication terminals (MCT), such as telephones, handheld computers and PCs,
has witnessed dazzling advances for the last few years. Most of the effort has been focused on improving
the hardware capabilities of the devices rather than the applications offering services to the users. However, as
wireless technologies (GPRS, UMTS, BlueTooth, WiFI) are increasingly becoming available on these devices,
it is critical to offer robust applications that make the best use of the available resources.

This project aims to develop a platform for the development of robust multimedia services on MCT.

8. Other Grants and Activities
8.1. International Collaborations

We have been exchanging visits and publishing articles with the following collaborators.

• Julia Lawall, DIKU, University of Copenhagen (Denmark, Copenhagen).
DSLs, specialization, program analysis.

• Calton Pu, Georgia Institute of Technology (USA, Atlanta)
DSLs and specialization for operating systems.

• Jonathan Walpole, Wu-Chang Feng, and Wu-Chi Feng, Oregon Graduate Institute (USA, Portland)
Multimedia streaming, DSLs for operating systems and networking.

8.2. Visits and Invited Researchers
Julia L. Lawall (DIKU, the University of Copenhagen, Denmark) has visited the Phoenix group.

9. Dissemination
9.1. Scientific Community Participation

Charles Consel has been involved in the following events as:

• program committee member of20th IEEE International Conference on Compiler Construction(CC
2005);

• program committee member ofACM SIGPLAN Conference on Programming Languages Design and
Implementation(PLDI 2004);

• program committee member ofEuropean Conference on Object Oriented Programming(ECOOP
2004);

• program committee member ofPremière Journée Francophone sur le Développement de Logiciels
Par Aspects(JFDLPA 2004);

• program committee member ofPremière Conférence Francophone sur le Déploiement et la (Re-
)Configuration de Logiciels(DECOR 2004);

• steering committee member ofACM SIGPLAN Conference of Generative Programming and Com-
ponent Engineering(GPCE 2004).

• member of the IFIP group onDomain-Specific Program Generation, 2004.

Laurent Réveillère has been involved in the following events as:

• program committee member ofFourth French Conference on Operating Systems(CFSE 2005).

• member of the IFIP group onDomain-Specific Program Generation, 2004.
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9.2. Teaching
Charles Consel and Laurent Réveillère have been teaching a Master’s level course on Domain-Specific

Languages and Program Analysis.
They are teaching two new courses on Telephony over IP at the master’s level. The first course investigates

the main protocols involved in Telephony over IP. The second course presents, in more detail, the SIP protocol
and some existing programming interfaces for service creation. Students are also offered practical labs on
various industrial-strength telephony platforms.

Charles Consel and Laurent Réveillère are also teaching other courses on Operating Systems, Web pro-
gramming and Compilation.

9.3. Presentations and Invitations
Charles Consel gave a number of invited presentations.

• Tutorial speaker atACM SIGPLAN Conference of Generative Programming and Component Engi-
neering(GPCE 2003)

• Invited speaker at the2nd Workshop on Language Descriptions, Tools and Applications(LDTA
2002, joint with ETAPS 2002).

• Invited lecturer at the 2001 Microsoft Summer Research Institute organized by the University of
Washington at Sleeping Lady (Washington)

• Invited speaker at theDagstuhl School on Domain-Specific Program Generation, 2003.

• Invited lecturer at various research labs and universities including INRIA (Grenoble and Rocquen-
court), Microsoft Research (Seattle), Yale University (New Haven), Oregon Graduate Institute (Port-
land), and the Georgia Institute of Technology (Atlanta).

Charles Consel and Laurent Réveillère were lecturers at theÉcole des Jeunes Chercheurs en Programmation
(EJCP 2004).
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